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INCOME TAX PRACTICES MAINTAINED BY FRANCE

Report of the Panel

1. The Panel's terms of reference were established by the Council on 30 July 1973
(C/M/89, paragraph 7):

"To examine the matter referred by the United States to the CONTRACTING
PARTIES pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article. XXIII, relating to income tax
practices maintained by France and to make such findings as will assist the
CONTRACTING PARTIES in making the recommendations or rulings provided for in
paragraph 2 of Article XXIII."

2. The Chairman of the Council informed the Council of the agreed composition of
the Panel on 17 February 1976 (C/M/112, paragraph 17):

Mr. L.J. Mariadason

Mr. W. Falconer

Mr. F. Forte

Mr. T. Gabrielsson

Mr. A. R. Prest

(Counsellor, Permanent Mission of Sri Lanka,
Geneva)

(Director of Trade Policy, Department of
Trade and Industry, Wellington)
(Professor of Public Finance, University of
Turin)
(Counsellor of Embassy, Permanent Delegation
of Sweden to the .European Communities,
Brussels)
(Professor of Economics of the Public Sector,
London School of Economics)

3. In the course of its work the Panel hold consultations with the United States and
France. Background arguments and relevant information submitted by both parties,
thair replies to questions put by the Panel as well as all relevant GATT documentation
served as a basis for the examination of themattrer.

4. The Panel met on 16-18 March, 28 Juno-l July and 26-30 July 1976 and concluded
its report through a postal procedure.

Chairman:

Members:
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5. The United States requested the Panel to find that the tax practices of France
viclated Article XVI:4 and that there was therefore a prima facio case that these
practices were nullifying or impairing benefits accruing to it under the
General Agreement.

6. The United states also suggested that the four complaintson the DTSC
legislation and income tax practices in France, Belgium and the Netherlands should
be ccnsidered together because they raised the same principles concerning the
applicaticn of the GATT.

Factualaspects ofthepracties in ouestion

7. The following is a brief factual descriptionof the tax practices complained
of by the United States the Panel understood them.

8. The French income tax system for corporations is based on the territoriality
principle which, in general, taxes income earnodin France but not income arising
outside France. It is aprinciple deriving from the history of the French system
dating back to the beginning of the century. French companies are liable to
corporation tax solely in respect of profits made by enterrises operating in
France and of profits taxable by Frane under an international double taxation
agreement (Article 209:1 of Code G6n6ale des Impots).

9. Under the territoriality rule as ap;oed by France, profits generated by
undertakings operated abroad are exempt from French: taxation. On the other hand,
a French company is not entitled to any foreign credit and cannot deduct
Josses suffered abroad, aport from, exceptions specified below.

10. If a subsidiary is a purely fictitious corporation located abroad and all its
activities are directed fromFrance,tax is levied in France on totl. profits for
the reason that all corporations, regardless of nationality or location of the
statutoryy head office, Which have an effective hoadguarters inFrance
are taxable inFrance.

11. Ninety-five per cent of dividends from the French or foreign subsidiaries of
a Francc Company is excluded from. the prefits of the parent corporation.
Participation by the parent inthe subsidiary must exceed 10per cent (Article 145
and216 of CGI). Thisarrangementstemsfromthe desire to avcid double taxation of
the dividends of subsidiaries

12. Dealinesbetween Frenchcompanies and their branckes,subsidiaries or
asociated companies in foraigncountries must in principle be conduted as if the
companies wore independententerprises,eachbeing regarded as a separatedistinet
economic ontity("crn' 2s-length" nelationship; Article 57 of the CGI). Franchtax
autherities are ompowered to makethencessary inspoctions and rectifications.
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The actual application of the principle is interpreted in administrative notes in
1959, 1972 and 1973, according to whichofficials are requested to take into
consideration foreign competitive conditions and commercial operations as a
whole, not a single transactions alone. The problems of international tax fraud
and evasion are also dealt with in other parts of French law, notably Article 1649
quinquies B and Article 155A of CGI.

13. In certain cases provision cen be made for losses abroad and certain
expenditures relating thereto (Airticle 39 octies A of the CGI). After
1 January 1973 this treatment applies only to new establishments, is limited on
account of the permitted amount of the reduction, and is limited to five years
in time.

14. french companies are ,allowed to set up certain reserves to cover risks in
respect of nedium-term credit for sales or projects carried out abroad
(Annex IV, Articles 7 and 4 bis of the CGI, with comments in notes from 1960
and 1968).

15. Exports are excluded from the application of the inflation levy introduced in
France on 1 January 1975. The levy has not been applied in practice. after
having been abolished from 1 September 1975, it was re-established in principle
for 1976 and is to be applied if increases in prices of manufactures exceed
2 per cent over a period of three months.

16. An exporter' s card system was in force between 1957 and 1973. The card was
issued after an enquiry as to the circumstances and respectability of the company;
card-holders could make purchases free of value-added tax without needing to make
the ordinary security deposits. Card-holders could originally apply a 15 per cent
supplementary depreciation to certain assets. This rule has been abolished in
respect of assets acquired since 1 January 1965.
Main arguments

A. Article XVI:4

17. The representative of the United Stastes recalled that Article XVI:4 prohibited
the use of export subsidies, that France had signed theDeclaration giving effect
to that paragraph and that France therefore had an obligation not to grant export
subsidies which led to "the sale of such product for export at a price lower than
the comparable price charged for the like product to buyers in the domestic
market." He also recalled that the illustrative list of .measures to be considered
as subsidies in the sense of Article XVI:4, which was proposed by France, included
the following items: (c) "The remission calculated in relation to exports, of
direct taxes ... on industrial or commercial enterprises" and (d) "The exemption
in respect of exported goods of ... taxes, other than ... indirect taxes levied
at one or several stages on the sane goods if sold for internal consumption ...".
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Effects of the territoriality principle as applied by France for taxation of
foreign profits

18. The representative of the United States pointed out that France followed the
territoriality principle of taxation, and that as a result, did not tax the
export sales income of foreign branches or foreign sales subsidiaries of domestic
manufacturing firms. Taxes on such income were for the most part permanently
forgiven rather than merely deferred. He stated that the exclusion apparently
extended to foreign source income from activities carried out by a French selling
corporation through its own agents or employees abroad ever without a foreign
permanent establishment, as income from transactions which were separate from the
corporations French operations and which constituted complete commercial cycles
outside France were excludable. The representative of the United States argued
that these provisions, and relaxed intercompany pricing rules and other practices
in relation to export transactions, created a distortion in conditions of
international competition in that they afforded remission or exemption of direct
taxes in respect of exports in violation of France's commitment as a
contracting party under Article XVI:4. The permanent exemption could be freely
used by the domestic manufacturing firm. The relative tax burden on the sales of
products for export as against domestic sales was lower as a result of the
remission.

19. The representative of the United States argued that, by organizing a foreign
branch or subsidiary in a low-tax country, a French manufacturing firm could enjoy
the low-tax rate on that portion of the total export sales income which was
allocated to the foreign branch or foreign sales subsidiary, that the amount of
export sales income allocated to foreign sources was generally substantial, that
under the French system the right to tax foreign income was given up. He concluded
that as a minimum the sales element of export earnings was exempt from taxation
and therefore subsidized in violation of Article XVI:4.

20. In reply, the representative of France stated that the territoriality
principle was introduced at the beginning of the century with the introduction of
income tax. The principle was in conformity with the international fiscal doctrine
prevailing in Europe and was supported by numerous international studies. It was
in no case a special rule intended to promote exports. Moreover, it was part of
a concept which respected the fiscal sovereignty of States and which anabled
double taxation to be avoided through exemption.

21. The representative of France went on to state that the tax base was always
the sales price and hence the same whether the sale was effected by the exporter
to an independent third party, to a subsidiary or to a branch abroad, the relations
between the French company and its branch or subsidiary having to be those that
would have existed with an independent third party. Furthermore, the territoriality
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principle ensured equality of competition at the tax level - i.e. non-
discrimination - in the purchaser's country since the tax burden was the same in
France whatever the modalities of the transaction.

22. The representative of France added that the provisions of French law
stipulating that foreign establishments or branches of foreign subsidiaries of
French companies mere not subject to French tax, could be applicable only where
there was a material installation abroad and effective transactions were carried
out there. These activities had to be entirely separable from the activities in
France. No transaction could be exempted from Franch tax if it was directed from
France and a substantial part of foreign source income could become liable to
French taxation. This income could, in fact, be taxed both at home and abroad if
there was no double taxation convention because France had no crediting device to
avoid double taxation.

23. The representative of France said that the territoriality rule was virtually
inoperative in respect of tax havens. Since undertakings that used such
facilities did so mainly through subsidiaries, or at least through corporations
having a separate legal personality, if they relied on tax haven subsidiaries for
tax evasion purposes, they had no interest in distributing the dividends. The
representative of France added that French companies had far fewer possibilities
than United States enterprises for making use of subsidiaries established in tax
havens and that the rules relating to inter-company pricing and the fight against
misuse of the law were fully applicable. French companies were requied under the
foreign exchange regulations to obtain permission from the Bank of France for any
transfer abroad, to declare their foreign investment and repatriate the income.
In conclusion the representative of France stated that most marketing subsidiaries
were set up to meet real needs and were located in export markets and not in tx
havons.

24. The representative of France concluded from he above that the territoriality
principle afforded no advantage to exporters. It complied with both the principles
and the text of the General Agreement since there was no exemption from direct
tax in respect of exports that could afford a direct or indirect aid to the exporter.

25. Commenting on this reply, the representative of the United States argumedhat
it was the effect of the legislation and not the intent behind it which was
important. He argued that because France had in force some fifty bilateral tax

treaties and thirty more were in various stages of negotiations, a foreign tax
credit was generally avoilable and even in the absence ofa credit thcre were few
instances in which international double taxationwould result under the French
system. He went on to argue that the statement to the effect that the tax base
was always the sales price failed to indicate the significance of sales profits
allocated to foreign sources and escaping French taxation. With respect to
repatriation, the representative of the UnitedStates introduceddata for 1972-73
to show that only about two thirds of the profits of French investments in the
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United States were actuallyrepatriated. Furthermore, the fact that the practices
had been in operation for several years was irrelevant.The language of the 1955
amendmens to the General Agreement which, inter alia, introduced paragraph 4 of
Article XVI), and the 1960 Declaration giving effect to Article XVI:4 as well as
the Standstill Declaration made it absolutely clearthat the contracting parties
adhering to the 1960 Declaration had an obligation to cease to greatany
subsidies whether or not the subsidies were wantedd pursuant to legislation
existing in 1947, unless a specific reservation was made.

Inter-companypricingrules

26. The United States representative argued that when the profits of a foreign
subsidiary wevo not taxed the inter-company pricing rules of the country of
manufacture became more important and that the French tax authorities could adjust
inter-company transactions between French and foreign affiliated entities which
might have the effect of indirectly transferring profits abroad. He referred to
a Note of the Fench Administration of 1959 laying down that the arm's-length
pricing rules should not be applied strictly to taxpayers who were increasing
French exports or establishing foreign operations to sellFrench products. He
argued that two later Notes, of 1972 and 1973, confirmed that the practice of the
Bench tax au-thorities Jas not to anply s-lngth racing where tho taxpayer
could prove that deviations from arm' s-length pricing had been motivated by foreign
competitive conditions and not by the intention to transfer profits. The
United States representative concluded that the relaxed inter-copany pricing
rules amounted to a calculated exemption from French tax of virturally the entire
profit fromthe mufacture and sole of export goods, approaching the maximum
subsidy which could be implemented by any tax mechanism.

27. Therepresentative of France said that the arm's-length principle was basic
to its system but that, in the case of related enterprises, the whole marketing
process had to be taken into account.He stated that if the marketing company
suffered a loss it would be abnormal for the manufacturing company to make a profit
and so increase that loss and that a decision by the manufacturing company to sell
at costprice should then be viewed as a normal management decision dictated by
obviouscommercial requierements,not as a transfer of profits. This might appear
to be a departure from the arm's-length principle but this was not the case because
itwasextremely likely that a similar situation might develop between independent
companies since an independent third party night not accept a situation in which
it suffered a loss at themarketing stage and the supplier made a profit.
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28. The representative of France also stated that the administrative notes of
1959 and 1972 were merely intended to remind officials of the problem and had
nothing to do with transfers for tax evasion purposes. This was also quite clear
from the 1973 note, in which the need to make use of the provision as a weapon
against transfers of profits to tax havens, for example, was brought to the atten-
tion of officials.

29. In a comment, the United States representative said that he did not accept
the French contention that the practice of allocating profits to sales operations
when the sales operation would otherwise have a loss approximated to an arm's-
length result since unrelated buyers and sellers frequently had very different
profit and loss results from their transactions.

Effects of the territoriality principle as appliedby France for taxation of
foreign dividends

30. The representative of the United States stated that under the territorial
principle, profits of a foreign subsidiary were not consolidated with the profits
of its French parent, and so not taxed in France. He went on to make the point
that even if the subsidiaries' profits were repatriated in the form of a dividend,
95 per cent of it was deducted from the taxable income of the company, whether or
not the foreign subsidiary was subject to taxes in its country of residence, and
whether or not the rate of tax applied by that country was less than the French
rate. In fact, the dividend was not excocted to be taxed at all, as the remaining
5 per cent was considered to be deducted as ordinary e:renses against the taxes of
the recipient corporation. He argued that this amounted to a permanent exe-mtior
from. taxation. He added that the fact that French corporations were also entitled
to a 95 per cent deduction for dividends fro, a domestic subsidiary appeared to
give domestic and foreign subsidiaries the same tax treatment but pointed out that
the foreign subsidiary paid no French tax. As French parents did not pay corpora-
tion income tax when they received foreign source income, there was an equalization
tax of 331/3 per cent on the gross dividend paid to the shareholders. However,
shareholders of French companies were entitled to a tax credit of 50 per cent
which compensated for this equalization tax.

31. The representative of France replied that the United States while maaking a
specific argument was, in fact, criticizing the principle on which the French
system was based. He said moreover that it was misleading to present the exemption
method as a general forn of relief since, in most instances, the subsidiary was
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subject to the usual foreign taxation and there was often an additional levy when
tche allocation was made. He added that the system had existed in French legis-
lation since 1920 but had never given rise to criticism.

32. The representative of the United States, commenting on this reply, said that
the United States did not question the intent of countries following the terri-
toriality principle. The important question, he said, was the effect and not the
intent of the legislation.

Relation to the DISC legislation

33. The representative of the United States argued in general that, if the DISC
legislation violated the General Agreement, then the tax practices of Francs, which
operated to exempt a portion of sales income of exporting firms from direct taxes,
must be found to constitute even clearer subsidies in violation of Article XVI:4.
Whereas the DISC legislation provided only a deferral, the tax practices of France
amounted to a remission or exemption. The United States compared the effects of the
principles behind its tax policy regarding foreign source income and the effects
of the principles behind France's legislation. It did not question the territo-
riality principle in so far as it represented a reasonable approach to the avoidance
of double taxation, but argued that the intent of nations was irrelevant and that
the effect of the French practices was that foreign income which included the sales
element on exports was not taxed by the home country and that there was therefore a
remission or exemption of taxes. The focus should not, according to the United
States, be on the tax rates of host countries, but on the home country and its
potential for shifting export income abroad thus escaping virtually.all tax. The
United states added that if it had utilized the territoriality principle it would
have collected significantly less than the $3.8 billion which, it was estiLated,
would be collected on foreign source income in 1976.

34. In reply the representative of France stated that, as regards income derived
from export by French or American companies, an overall. examination of the rules
applicable in the various possible situations - as distinct from the highlighting
of the particular outcomes of some specific rules in exceptional and limited circum-
stances - showed that the systems applied by the two countries led in the aggregate
to similar results, if the distortion introduced by the DISC system were excluded.
The French tax system appeared, on the whole, less favourable to international
corporate activities because it had been designed on the basis of the territorial
principle and took only very imperfect account of the uncertainties of international
trade. By contrast, the Araerican system, while apparently mrore consistent and of
wider application as regards foreign source incomes including income earned in tax
havens, contained provisions which were highly favourable to international corporate
activities and which offered many possibilities for the non-taxation of certain
foreign incomes.
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Other specific measures

-Special incentives for the establishment of foreign branches

35. The representative of the United States argued that French tax law provided
special incentives to establish a foreign branch for export sales as opposed to a
domestic branch. A French company was, for instance, entitled to deduct the cost
of marketing studies, legal studies, travel and salaries of personnel investingating
the establishment of a foreign sales office, representative office or liaison or
information office. By permitting these costs to be deducted against domestic
income, the expenses incurred in generating export sales income produced a dis-
proportionate tax benefit as compared to comparable domestic expenses. The repre
sentative of the United States added that certain overhead expenses incurred in the
operation of such an office for its first three fiscal years could be deducted
and that, while the general rule was that this deduction resulted only in deferral,
there wcs a provision by which the deferral could become permanent remission ifa
special authorization was granted by the Ministryof Finance.

36. In reply the representative of France said the fact that the territoriality
rule precluded deduction of losses or expenses incurred abroad was a serious handi-
cap to the establishmentof French undertakings abroad,which had led France to
provide certain very limited relaxations. Hepointed out that the system referred
to was substantially modified and restricted in 1972, and thatitsprovisions
applied only to operations initiated prior to 1 January 1973. A new r6gime
allowing only a temporary deduction,in the form of a reserve limited to five
years and offset against profits from the sixthyear onwards, was now in force.
The deduction was never on a final basis. The new r6gime was designed to help
establishments abroad and was not directly linked toexports. Because of the
limited scope and very restrictive implementing provisions, it was of very slight
significance and did not constitute an export subsidy within the meaning of
Article XVI:4.

37. Commenting on this, the representative of the United States said that non-
deduction was of minor significance, as foreign losses were not deductible only if
they were incurred by undertakings operated outside France and stressed that
during the start-up phase, during which losses were expected, the undertakings
could be operated from France.

Medium-termcredits;inflation levy; exporters' card

38. The representative of the United States complained that an export company
which extended Medium-termcredit on export sales was entitled to a special deduc-
tion for a reserve to cover the risks of extending credits abroad, and Pointed out
that if thecredit were repaid by instalments,the French corporation wouldhave
the use of the incremental cash payments attrilbutable to the deferrel of taxfor a

considerable period of time.
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39. The representative of France replied that this provision was adopted in 1960
and had not, been subject to criticism until now. He said that,in fact, it only
concerned sales of capital goods, and that the flat-rate reserve for medium-term
foreign credit was in no way a breach of the GATT rules.

40. The representative of the United States also took up the French Inflation
Levy which imposed a temporary and refundable tax on gains in order to curb
inflation; thetaxpayer had the right to exclude any export income from the

calculation of thetax base for this purpose. He argued that whatever the intent
of thelegislation, its result would be to create a price differential.

41. The representative of France explained that the levy had not been made applic-
able to exports because it was designed to combat price increases in France and

because price formationinternationally was governed by factors other than those
operatingin the French market. He added that the inflation levy had never been

applied in practice.

42. France denied a number of contentions relating to the system of exporters,
cardswhichhad been in force from1957 to 1973.

Bi-level pricing

43. Referring to the provisionin Article XVI:4 rolating to the sale of products
for export"at a price lower than the comparable price charged for the like pro-
duct to buyers in the domestic market", the representative of the United States
arguedthat, if the Panel on DISC found that when the CONTRACTING PARTIESagreed
thatexamption of directtaxes respect exportedgoods was generally to be

considered a subsidy withinthe meaningofArticle XVI:4 they intended to create
a presumption that such tax practices resulted in lower export prices in relation
to domestic prices, and if the DISC Panel went on to find that the deferral of
taxes on export sales income provided by DISC resulted in lower export prices,
then the Panel on Frencg Tax Practices had likewise to find that the tax practices
of France, providing for the totall or partial exemption of export sales income of
exporters located within France, were more likely to result in lower export
prices and, therefore, were even more clearly prohibited by Article XVI:4.

44. The representative of Francemaintained that their practices were neither
subsidies which should have been notified to the CONTRACTING PARTIES to GATT, nor
subsidies contrary to Article XVI:4, and that none of the provisions criticized
by the United States were likely to lead to double pricing in the sense of that
Article.
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B. Article XXIII:2nullification or impairment of benefits

45. The representative of the United States argued that a prima facie case of
nullification or impairment was established where it was determined that the
measure complained against violated the General Agreement and that, since the tax
practices of France constituted prohibited subsidies within the meaning of
Article XVI:4, they had resulted in the prirma facie nullification or imairment
of benefits accruing to the United States under the General Agreement.

46. The French position was that its practices were not in contravention of the
GATT and that there was not, therefore, a prima facia case of nullification or
impairment.

Conclusions

47. The Panel started by examining the effects of the income tax practices before
it in economic terms. The Panel noted that the particular application of the
territoriality principle by France allowed some part of export activities,
belonging to an economic process originating in the country, to be outside the
scope of French taxes. In this way France has foregone revenue fro this source
and created a possibility of a pecuniary benefit to exports in those cases where
income and corporation tax provisions were significantly more liberal in foreign
countries.

48. The Panel found that however much the practices may have been an incidental
consequence of French taxation principles rather than a specific policy intention,
they nonetheless constituted a subsidyon exports because the above-mentioned
benefits to exports did not apply to domestic activities for the internal market.
The Panel also considered that the fact that the practices might also act as an
incentive to investment abroad was not relevant in this context.

49. The Panel also noted that the tax treatment of dividends from abroad ensured
that the benefits referred to above were fully preserved.

50. In circumstances where different tax treatmentin different countries resulted
in a smaller total tax bill in aggregate being paid on exports than on sales in
the home market, the Panel concluded that there was a partial exemption from
direct taxes. The Panel further concluded that the practices were covered by one
or bothitems (c) and (d) of the illustrotive list of 1960 (BISD, 9 Suppl p.186).

51. The Panel noted that the contracting parties that had accepted the 1960
Declaration had agreed that the practices in the illustrative list were generally
to be consideredas subsidies in the sense of Article XVI:4. The Panel further
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noted that these contracting parties considered that, in general, thepractices
contained in the illustrative list could be presumed to result in bi-level pricing
andthat this presumption could therefore be applied to the French practices. The
Panelconcluded, however,from the words generally to be considered" that these
contracting parties did not consider that the presumpton was absolute.

52. The Panel considered that,from an economic point of view, there was a pre-
sumption that an exports subsidy would lead to any or a combination of the following
consequencesin the export sector:(a) lowering of prices, (b) increase of sales
effort, and (c) increase of profits per unit. Because France was an important
supplier in certain exportsectors it wasto beexpected thaall of these effects
would occurand that, if one occurred, the other two wouldnot necessarily be
excluded. A concentration of the subsidy benefits on prices could lead to sub-
stantial reductions in prices. The Panel did not consider that a reduction in
prices in export markets needed automaticallyto be accompaniedby similar reduc-
tions in domestic markets. The Panel added that the extent to whichtax havens
existed was well known and that they considered this some evidence of the oxtent
to whicg bi-level pricinghad probably occurred.

53. The Panel therefore concludeldthat the french tax practices in some cases had
effects which were not inaccordancewith French obligations under Article XVI:4.

54. The Panel noted that the allocation of profitsbetween comapaniesand their
foreign operations was made in accordance with the arm's--length pricing principle

but thatthere were formal excections to this principle and concluded that the
benefit would be increased to the extent that arm's-lengthprincingwas not fully
observed.

55. The Panel considered that deductions against domesticprofits of certain costs
and losses relating to certain specific foreign operations outside the scopeof

domestic taxatlon contestituedanadditional exemption which reinforced their con-
clusions.The Panel did notconsiderthat theotherspecific which had
beenraised relating to medium-termcredit, the levyandexporters'
cards, altered thegeneralpicture outlinedabove.

56. The Panel considered that the fact that thesearrangements might haveexisted
before the General Agreement was not a justification for them andnoted that France
hadmade no reservation with respect to the standstill agreement or to the 1960
Declaration ( BISD,9 Suppl. p.32)

57. The Panel was of the view that, given the size and breadth of the export
subsidy, it was likely that it had led to an increase in French exports in some
sectors and,although the possibility cold not be ruled out that the tax
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arrangements would encourage production abroad and a decrease in exports in other
sectors, nonetheless concluded that it was also covered by the notification
obligation of Article XVI:1.

58. In the light of the above, and bearing in mind the precedent set by the
Uruguayan case (BISD, 11 Suppl. p.100), the Panel found that there was a prima
facie case of nullification or impairment of benefits which other contracting
parties were entitled to expect under the General Agreement.


